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I . In trod uction 

When a person contracts another person to act (make decision) on his behalf, we 

say that the agency relationship exists between the two, the former being a principal 

and the latter an agent of the principal. As a term of the contract, the agent receives 

some payment (either monetary or non-monetary) in return for his service. This term of 

the contract that specifies the payment schedule is what is usually called an incentive 

system in an agency relatoinship. This paper attempts to analyze the optimal linear incen-

tive system in an agency relationship under uncertainty in which the agent has to make 

two types of decisions, a risk decision and an effort decision, and the incentive system 

includes a "goal" of the agent's output as well as the output itself as its elements. 

The examples of the agency relationships abound in the real world. To name only 
a few, an employer-employee relationship, a client-attorney relationship, a government-

contractor relationship, and a stockholder-manager relationship all have basic elements 

of an agency relationship. The output-related incentive systems in those relationships 

are variously called as piece-rate wages, sucess fee schedules, incentive contracts and 

profit-sharing. Within an organization, the superior's appraisal of the subordinate's 

performance (and the superior's consequent action like promotion or pay raise) acts as 

an output-related incentive system. 

Basically, an incentive system has two interrelated effects; distributional effect and 

decisional effect. First of all, any incentive system is a system to divide the output 

from the agency relationship to concerned parties (the agent(s) and the principal). 

Different incentive systems mean different distribution, obviously. When the output is 

uncertain due to environment uncertainty, as is assumed here, different distributions also 

mean different sharing schemes of risk between the principal and the agent. If the 
principal and the agent differ in their risk attitudes, it is meaningful to discuss the 

"optimal" incentive system purely from a distributional viewpoint. 

But the matter is more complicated because different distribution further affects the 

agent's decision (which the agent takes to maximize his (expected) utility) differently. 

An incentive system has a decisional impact. The optimal incentive system needs balance 
its distributional effect and decisional effect. 

The analysis of the optimal linear incentive system has been attemted, among others, 

~ Associate Professor (Jokyo~'ju) of Management Science. 
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by Wilson [14], Ross [9], Stiglitz [ll]., Stiglitz [12] and Demski and Feltham [4].1 The 

linkage of the present paper with these past contributions would become clear as my 
analysis progresses. The major line of analysis extends Stiglitz's works in that (i) a quite 

general decision situation (especially the agent output function) is postulated, (ii) the 

agent decision is divided into a risk decision and effort decision with different charac-

teristics, (iii) a "goal" of the agent's output is incorporated into the incentive system 

and (iv) both the principal and the agent are risk-averse. 

II. Basic Model 

I assume an agent facing a two-stage sequential decision process under uncertainty. 

His first-stage decision is x, called risk decision, and the second-stage decision is e, called 

effort decision. After he has decided on x, he observes s, the state of nature, and he 

then selects e, given x and and s, with no uncertainty remaining. The agent's output, 

denoted by z, is a function of x, e and s, z=f(x, e, s). One of the differences between 

x and e is that x decision is a decision under uncertainty while e is a decision under 

certainty. Another difference that I assume lies in the effects of these decisions on the 

agent's utility. 

The agent's utility is assumed to depend on the amount of the incentive payment 
he receives, v, and his effort level, e. Since v generally depends on z, both x and e have 

effects on the level of v (and thus on the agent's utility). But, the effect of x on the 

agent's utility is only through v, whereas the effects of e on the utility level is through 

v and e itself (i.e. disutility of effort). 

These differences in the assumptions of two decisions, x and e, are intended to capture 

some of the essence of what we usually consider as "risk decision" and "effort decision." 

As a concrete example, consider a division manager of a large corporation as an agent 

of the headquarter management. He has some decision making authority in investment 
decision on the projects his division is going to undertake. This is a typical risk decision 

(x) which he has to make before he knows how the environment turns out. After he has 
decided, for example, the investment amount on a risky project, he has to implement the 

project. During this process he is likely to know the environmental condition and exerts 

effort, if he so wishes, to achieve better output for the organization (z) under the 
revealed environment. Such effort exertion usually accompanies certain disutility. The 

effort decision, e, is abstraction of this type of effort exertion. In a general theory of 

agency relationship, it seems better to assume that the agent as these two types of 

decisions in a sequential manner.2 

In order to call x and e as risk decision and effort decision, they have to satisfy 

* Other related works include Itami [6], Weitzrnan [13], Mirrlees [7], Aoki [l]. Atkins [3] and Harris 

and Raviv [5]. 
' This does not imply that every agent has both decisions. Some agent may not have any decision 

authority on a risk decision, although it is fair to assume an effort decision for most agents. Ross [9] 
assumes a risk decision, but no effort. Stiglitz [1l] assumes an elastic effort supply by the agent but 
his effort is exerted before he knows the environmental condition. More effort increases the variance of 

the output as well its mean. Is this a very reasonable assumption? Sometimes it may bc, but not very 
often, I think. 
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certain plausible conditions, especially in their relationships with z. For effort, we per-

haps require that more effort brings better output, especially if effort is something that 

one exerts under certainty with some disutility. Also, decreasing marginal output would 

be usual. Thus, we may assume 

( I ) az ;~o a2z ~o for any x and s 
ae ~ ae2 ~ 

For a risk decision, an essential requirement is that more of a risk decision (x) brings 

better or worse output depending on the state of nature, s. Furthermore we may require 

that the more favorable s, the greater the favorable effect of a risk decision. One way 

to formalize these ideas is to assume the following. 

First, we assume 

(2) az ~~O for any x and e 
as ~ 

i.e., s is ordered in such a way that greater s means favorable s. Then, we may 
formalize the idea of a risk decision by 

( 3 ) az is an increasing3 function of s and negative for samll s and positive 
ax 

for large s. 

Thus, the marginal effect of greater x is greater if s is more favorable and smaller if s 

is unfavorable. Then, it is perhaps reasonable to call greater x as a "riskier" decision. 

Although (1) and (3) are just one of the many possible (and simple) formalization of our 

intuitive notion of risk decision and effort decision, we will have a chance to use them 

in the next section to derive a meaningful conclusion on the effects of the parameters 

of an incentive system. 

We write the agent's utility function A(v, e) and assume 

(4) A,>0, A.
where A., A*, ...are the partial derivatives with respective variables, as usual. As for the 

principal's utility, we denote the principal's residual, z-v, as w and assume that his 

utility, P(w), depends only on w. Furthermore, we assume 

( 5 ) p~>0 and P*~~O 
where P~ and P~,, are the first and second derivatives of P. 

The principal's decision is concerned with the determination of the incentive function 

v. The incentive payment can be related not only to the agent's output (z), but also to 

other variables indicative of the agent's decision, ability and so forth. In this paper, I 

consider a liner, goal-based incentive system, i,e. 

(6) v = a + bz + cz. 

where a, b, c are incentive parameters and z. is the output goal for the agent. The 

way this goal level is set can vary depending on the situation. The agent may set z. 
for himself and then report it to the principal, possibly with some bias. Or, the principal 

* Whenever I use "increasing" or "greater" etc., its precise meaning is "non-decreasing" or greater 
or equat to," etc. To avoid awkward wording I use a simpler word unless it is confusing. 
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may give a given level of output as the agent's goal for attainment. Since I do not 

treat the goal setting process endogenously within the framework of this paper, I simply 

assume that z. is a function of x (and incentive parameters), including a special case 

where z. is a given constant.4 When z. varies with x and incentive parameters, this 

perhaps corresponds to the case where the agent sets his own goal. 

It is necessary to note that the goal setting (and reporting) process is an important 

consideration in incentive system design, especially if the agent plays a key role in setting 

the goal. One of the objectives of the design of an incentive system is often to influence 

this goal-setting process so that the principal can gather better information regarding the 

agent's decision environment, attitude, ability and so on through the self-set goal.5 

The principal may desire to include the goal level into the incentive system as a 
motivational device to influence the agent's decision, especially an effort decision. A 

special form of (6) is often used with this objective in mind, i,e., 

v = a + b/z + c/z. + r(z - z.) (7) 

where r is a constant reward parameter. In this scheme, the agent's incentive is deter-

mind partly by how much he overshoot (or undershoot) the set goal. The principal's 

hope is that the agent exerts more effort to avoid penalty for goal underachievement 

(z-z.
impact would be greater when z-z. determines v in a nonlinear fashion (for example, 

the penalty rate for underachievement is greater than the reward rate for overachieve-

ment). Although the nonlinear case seems more realistic. I will analyze a nonliner, goal-

based incentive system in a future paper. Because of the linearity, it is evident that (7) 

can be transformed to (6) by defining b=b/+r and c=c/_r. 
Given this incentive system, the agent has to decide x and then e. The optimality 

condition for the effort decision is, for a given x and s, 

(8) A.･ av +A O ae 

The risk decision is a little more complicated. When the agent maximizes his ex-

pected utility, he has to consider not only the direct effect of x on v (through z and z.) 

but also the effect of x on the effort decision e (and then to v), x becomes a para-

meter in the effort decision process. Denote by ae the partial derivative of the opti-

ax 
mal effort function e=e'(x, s) which is implicitly given by (8), assuming differentiability. 

Then, the expected utility maximization leads to 

av + av . ae +A ae _O * ) " ax ae ax ax 
where E is the expectation with respect to s, Using (8), we obtain 

(9) EA,･ av =0 
ax 

Note that in (9) e is the optimal effort e'(x, s). It is likely that x has to satisfy a certain 

' Note that z. does not depend either on e or s. 
* For some discussion on this point, see Weitzrnan [13] and Demski and Feltham [4]-
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be invested 
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which we do not treat explicitly above. For example, if x is the amount to 

in a risky project, x has to be within the available fund. In the following, 

the optimal x occurs in the interior of the contraint set. 

III. Risk Decision Effect and Effort Decision Effect 

In discussing the effect of a linear incentive system, especially the effect of b (sharing 

parameter), it is often said that b has two types of effects, riks-sharing and incentive 

effects. A Iarge b forces the agent to share too much risk from the uncertainty of z, 

but at the same time has motivational effects which may lead to more effort. A small 

b affects the agent in just the opposite way.6 If the incentive system forces the agent 

to share a large risk, it may be undesirable for the agent from the purely distributional 

point of view. Furthermore, it may cause the agent to take too conservative a decision 

and thus undesirable from the principal's viewpoint as well, even if it has certain motiva-

tional effect in terms of effort. 

An implicit supposition in this line of argument is clear. Greater b will make the 

agent decision more conservative ~ut induce greater effort exertion. But is this really 

true under reasonable assumptions? The purpose of this section is to discuss the deci-

sional effects of incentive parameters of (6) within the framework of our basic model. 

The insights we could obtain from this analysis will aid us in understanding how the 
optimal balance will be struck among the various effects of the incentive parameters in 

determining the incentive system, a topic of the next section. 

We first derive the basic comparative static equations for our sequential decision 

process. Let y be an incentive parameter (y=a, b, or c). From (8) and (9), we have 

G(x, y) = O 

F(x, e, y, s) = O for each s 

where G(x y)=E aA (e is e (x y s) to be determmed from (9) and F(x e y s)- aA 

When y changes infinitesimally, both x and e change satisfying (8)and (9) simultaneously. ~ 

Thus, we have the simultaneous equations for the total differentials, dy, dx,and de: 

(lO) G*･dx + Gy･dy = O 

(ll) F*･dx + F*･de + Fy･dy = O for each s 
From this we obtain 

dx_ Gy 
dy G* 
de_ Fy+dx F. (- ) dy F. dy F. 

where dx de are respectively the rate of changes of the decisions in response to 

dy'dy 
' See, for example, Stiglitz [1l]. 
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changes in y, incorporating the simultaneous effects of y on x and e in the two-stage 
decision process.7 

Let us denote by H** a usual second partial derivative of A(v, e) with respect to x 

without considering x's effect on e and define H**, H*y, etc. similarly. Let us also define 

ae ae as the changes in e in response to changes in y and x in the second-stage 
ay ' ax 

ax be the changes decision disregarding the interaction with the first-stage decision. Let 
a y 

in x in response to a change in y in the first-stage decision, disregarding the kick-back 

effect from ae in the second-stage decision. Then, 
a y 

Gx = E (Hxx+Hex ' 

Gy = E (Hxy+Hxe' 

ae He" 

ae ax ) 

ae ay ) 

Fy 
a y 

ae 

Hee 

Hex 

Fe 

Fx 
ax 

ax 

Hee F. 

E(H*y) 

Thus, we 

( 1 2) 

a y 

finally 

dx 

E (H" (Hex)2 - ) Hee 

obtain 

ax +
 

ae E(Hxe ay . ) 
dy a y E (HXX (Hex) 2 - ) Hee 

(13) de _ ae + dx . ae 
dy ~ ay dy ax 

These equations are, in a sense, Iike the Slutsky equations in consumer's demand 

theory. The frst term on the RHS of (12) and (13) indicates the direct effects of a 
parametric change of y and the second-term measures the repurcussion of this parametric 

change through sequential decisions. As with the Slutsky equations, we will see that the 

sign of the first term is determinate for x and often determinate with some qualifications 

for e. The second term, however, can be positive or negative. There is no simple way 

7 Here 

of changes 

dx de are used to mean the effect of y on x or e fu]ly considering the 
dy'dy 
in y through a two-stage decision process, to distinguish them from ax 

or 
a y 

kickback effects 

ae below. 
a y 
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de dx and , are thus positive or negative for y=a, of knowing. The total effects 
'dy dy 

b or c. The answer to our initail question (e.g., Does greater b lead to more conserva-

tive risk decision and greater effort exertion ?) is not clear in any definitive way. 

But, we can derive much more definitive answers at least about the direct effect of 

ax and ae . This is our main task here. To do so, we assume incentive parameters, 
a y a y 

the following in this section, on top of the assumptions ((1)-(4)) made in the previous 

section. 

(14) b~O, c~~O, a+cz >0 
(15) A., does not depend on e RA = -

A. 

(16) RA is decreasing in v, and VRA rs increasing in v. 

(17) az. ~~ O, z ~ O, z. does not depend on a, b or c 

ax ~ ' 
(18) av I , as a function of s through z=f(x', e'(x', s), s), changes sign from 

ax l*=*-

negative to positive only once as s increases. 

x' and e' denote the optimal decisions. 

(19) a2z ~~O 
aeas ~ 

The assumption (16) is a familiar assumption of decreasing absolute risk aversion and 

increasing relative risk aversion. To assume this in our framework where v is related 

to e and e is an argument in both A. and A.., the assumption (15) is necessary.8 

. av The assumption (18) perhaps needs some explanation. Evaluated at x=x , ax 

nonetheless varies as s changes through two routes. First, s has direct effect on az 

ax 
because s is the third argument in f function. Second, as s varies, the agent responds 

by changing his effort level and thus av changes further. The assumption (18) says 

ax 
that the net result of these two effects of s on av js that av changes its sign only 

ax ax once Thus if av >0 for some s then av >0 for all s which is greater than this 

s. A sufficient condition for the assumption (18) is that av is an mcreasmg function 

ax 

of s Smce a2z ~~O and 
' axas ~ 

* This is satisfied if the utility function A(v, e) is of the form 

A(v, e) = C. + a * C(v) + a,C,(e)+ a*C*(v)C,(e). 
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a2v =b a2z + a2z . ae 
axas axas axae as 

where ae is the rate of changes of e in response to s in the second-stage decision, 
as 

is guaranteed if a2z . ae the monotonicity of av is either non-negative or of suffi-
ax axae as 

crently small magnitude when it is negative. An example is a2z =0 

axae 
The assumption (19) is reasonable, meaning under a more favorable state, the marginal 

output of effort is greater. 

Given these assumptions, we now prove a lemma concerning the level of incentive 

payment in relation to s. Let v(s) be 

(20) v(s)=a+bf (x' , e(s), s)+cz' 

where e(s) is the optimal effort given x' and s. This is the incentive payment the agent 

receives with x' and s. 

LEMMA 1, v(s) is increeasing with respect to s. 

Proof. Suppose sl~~s2 and let e* such that 

(2 1 ) f(x' , e*, s2) = f(x', e(sl')sl) 

Smce az ~~O , az ;~O, we have 
ae ~ as ~ 

(22) e*~e(sl) 

Let ( . )~=~: denote the value of a function in the parenthesis evaluated at the 

indicated values of e and s. 

We note that Av and Ae are functions of v and e and do not depend explicitly on 

s. Thus, using (21), (22), Ave~O and Aee~O, we have 

e=e' e=e(sl) (A) = v s=s2 v s=sl 

(A )e=e~ e=e(sl) ~(A ) 
e s=s2 e s=sl 

By using 

Combining 

Then, 

a2z ~o and a2z ~~O, we obtaln 

ae2 ~ aeas ~ 
( av Y=e ) -( ) =~ ae ~ ) ae s=s2 ae s=sl s=s l 

these inequalities, 

A av +A e=e' av +A e e(s) O ( e ~(Av' e) = I =: v' ) 
s=s 2 s=sl 

it follows, from the concavity of A(v, e) with respect to e, 

e* ~ e(s2) 
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PROPOSITION I . (Direct Risk Decision Effect) 

(23) ax ~~O 
aa ~ 

(24) ax ~O 
ab -

(25) ax ~~O 
ac ~ 

Proof From the second-order condition of the optimality of the first-stage decision, 

we have 

E (H.. (H..)2 - ) Hee 

Then, 

(26) ax _E (H*y) 
a y 

where "-" means "of the same srgn as " And 

(27) H*.=-A ･ av RA " ax 

az 
(28) H*b = - A ･ ZRA + A.･ = zH** + A.-ax 

az. 
(29) H** = - A ･ z.RA + A+･ = z.H*. + A. ax 

From (18) there exists s. such that 

av ~ZO for s~:s 
ax 

av 
ax 

Since v(s) is increasing in s, RA is decreasing in s. Let RA' be the value of RA at s=s. 

(i.e., v=v(s.)). Then, we have 

(30) A.･ av .RAax = " ax 
Taking the expected value of (30) and using EA.･ av = O at the optimal x, we obtain 

ax 
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(31) av E (A.･ . RA)~O 
ax 

This gives us (23). 

If b~O z - I i (a + cz ) Then 
' ~Tv-b 

ZRA - I (VRA (a + cz )RA) 

~b 
Since VRA is increasing and RA decreasing in -v, it fol]ows 

(32) ZRA is increasing in s (and z) 

Using similar argument as (31), we get 

av E(A -.' z ･RA)~O 
ax 

From EA.･ av = O 
ax 

bEA.･ az cEA. ･ az. ~O 

ax ax ~ 
Thus, we have (24). The case b=0 is trivial. 

Since z ~~O, az. ~~O, (29) gives us (25) by noting (31) 

'~ ax ~ 
From the way x is assumed to affect z, it is reasonable to say that greater x means 

more risk-taking. The results in this proposition closely parallel those obtained in the 

comparative static analysis of risk-taking effects in portfolio analysis and in the theory 

of income taxation.9 Increasing a is similar to increasing initial wealth and increasing b 

is similar to decreasing linear income tax rate. Increasing wealth is usually associated 

with more risk-taking and decreasing tax rate is associated with less risk-taking, as is 

implied in this proposition. Our results indicate that these earlier results are quite general, 

although we should be careful to note that these results are concerned only with the 
direct risk-taking effect, not the total effect. 

The fact that c has a risk-encouraging effect ( ax >0~ is quite reasonale from the 
L¥ ac = l' 

assumptions. Since az. ;~O, greater weight on z. would lead to greater x. Greater c 

ax ~ 
also implies an increase in non-risky incentive payment (a+cz.) and thus has the same 

effect as in the case of a. Becasuse of these dual effects, c plays a pivotal role in opti-

mal risk encouragement as we shall see in the next section. 

Although the risk decision effect is quite clear-cut for all the incentive parameters, 

the effort decision effect is less definitive. The effort effect of b can be positive or nega-

tive depending on the situation. This is reminiscent of the backward bending supply 

curve of labor. Increasing a sharing parameter (or wage in labor theory) Iead to more 
effort (or labor supply) up to a point, but beyond some point greater b leads to less 

* See, tor example. Arrow [2] (Chapter 3) and stiglitz [10]. 
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effort. These are the results we prove in: 

PRoposmoN 2. (Effort Decision Effect) 

(33) ae ~O 
aa ~ 

(34) ~~O if bz~ ab - ~ (1+t)RA 
~O if bz;~ ab - ~ (1+t)RA 

where 

t = A.. ~~O 
A~.･ av ~ 

ae 

(35) ae ~O 
ac ~ 

Proof. Since H..

ae _H*y 
a y 

We then have, after suitable rearrangement, 

(36) H*~= A.･ av (1 + t)RA 
ae 

(37) H,b A.･ az {1 - b(1 + t)ZRA} zHea + A ･ az 

(38) Hee = ~ A.･ az b(1 + t)Z.RA = z.Hea 
ae 

Then, (33), (34) and (35) follows immediately. 

These results are intuitively reasonable. When the performance-independent reward 

(a+cz.) is increased, the agent has less motivation to exert effort. Increase in b induces 

the agent to work harder unless b is too gerat and he feel "saturated" with the income 

in comparison with the disutility of more effort. The conditions in (34) can be con-

verted, if z>0, to 

l
 ae ~~O if b~ 

- (1+t)zRA ab -
l
 ae if b;~ 

- (1+t)zRA ab = 
Since ZRA is increasing in s as in (32), the above conditions implies that, unless t changes 

substantially as s varies, the less favorable the state of nature (smaller s), the more likely 

that greater b induces more effort. This is a reasonable conclusion. It is also interesting 

to note that 
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A.,･ av 

l + t . +A*. A., av 
ae 

l
 Thus, 1+t rs the proportion of decrease m margmal utilrty of mcome (by mcreasmg 

effort) due to "mcome saturatron " If this proportion rs greater the more likely ae >0 
ab 

In the previous section, I mentioned a well-practiced incentive system which depends 

on the deviation of the actual performance from the set goal, (7). In light of the results 

in Proposition I and Proposition 2, we can have better insights into the direct decision 

effects of changing a deviation incentive parameter (r). An increase of r means a simul-

taneous increase of b and decrease of c in Propositions I and 2 and thus 

ax ax ax 
ar ab ac 
ae ae ae 
ar ab ac 

We can then see 

(39) ax 
ar = ab -= 

.･ {1 - b(1 + t)(z - z.)RA} ~ 

(39) implies that greater r causes more concervative risk decision, but is likely to have 

an effort motivating effect. At least the effort motivating effect of r is greater than that 

of b and ae is positive as long as z
ar 

that the goal is not achievable with the present level of effort. It is sometimes argued 

that a gerat emphasis on the deviation (z-z.) may motivate more effort, but at the 
same time often implants too much conservatism in the agent's risk decision.ro The 
results in (39) and (40) certainly underwrite this line of reasoning, as far as the direct 

decision effects are concerned. 

Example. To see the results obtained so far a little more concretely and also to 
indicate the kinds of the relationships between the total decision effects and the direct 

decision effects, Iet us analyze the following simple example. Suppose 

z=sx+e with E(s)>0, 1~:x~O 

v = a + bz (or az. = O~ 
L¥ ax IJ 

A.* = O, R = - " " are constant and Q = 

A. A. 
*' see nami [6] for an analysis of risk-taking by the agent under a non-linear deviation-based incentive 

system. 
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The　optima1ity　conditions　for　the　irst－stage　and　the　second－stage　are，respective1y，

（41）　　　　石二41。．3＝0
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　　　　　　　　　　　　仇凸　　ρ
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　　　　　　∬的　　　火
　　　　　　H砒　　　2＋5R　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　1

　　　　　　∬ψ　　　　1　　　　　　　　＝　　　　　　　（1－5z火）．
　　　　　　∬ε‘　　（9＋〃～）5

Therefore，using（41）and五（∫）＞O

　　　　　　ゐ　　　∂兀
　　　　　　＿＝＿＝0　　　　　　伽　　　∂o

（43）　O≧加＝9　ax≧五
　　　　　　　　肋　　　ρ十わ沢　∂ろ　　∂わ

（・・）　・（簑）・・

Furthermore，

　　　　　　・（告）一万（音）・・

（・・）　万（与）・・（；1）・

　　Especia1ly　interesting　are（43），（44），and（45）．（44）means；that　x　andεare，on　the

average，substitutes．More　risky　decisi㎝tend　to　a㏄omany1ess　e伍ort．（43）and（45）

give　us　some　idea　about　the　di価erence　between　the　dir㏄t　dccision　e価ects　and　the　tota1

e価ects　of5．　For　both　the　risk　decision　e冊ect　and　the　e冊ort　decision　e価ect，　the　total

e価ect　is　greater　than　the　direct　e価ect．Thus，in　a　convention阯analysis　in　which　simul－

taneous　consideration　of　risl（decision　and　e肝ort　decision　is　lacking，the　magnitude　ofthe
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negative risk effect is overestimated by ignoring the effort decision. Since E (, ae ~>0 
~ ab ) 

is likely, the magnitude of the positive effort effect is underestimated by ignoring the risk 

decision. The upshot is that the optimal b would be greater if there are both risk and 

effort decision than the case where only either decision is explicitly considered in incen-

tive system design. Needless to say, this observation is based on the analysis of a simple 

example and is only, at most, suggestive of a general tendency. 

IV. Optimal Incentive System 

Let us suppose that the agent is a utility-taker and that the principal selects the 

optimal incentive system which maximizes his own expected utility, subject to the con-

straint that the agent is guaranteed (at 'least) a given level of the expected utility when 

the agent has optimauy chosen x and e. More formally, the optimal incentive system is 

the solution of: 

(46) max EP(w) 
a,b,c 

s.t. EA(v)~A 

v=a+b f(x',e s)+cz 
where x' and e' are the agent's optimal decisions defined in the previous section. 

This is one of the possible concepts of "optimality" of an incentive system in the 

agency relationship. It treats the agency relationship essentially as a non-cooperative 

game and reduces to a special case of a Nash-equilibrium. Ross [8], Stiglitz [11], Mirrlees 

[7] use this concept of optimality. Another concept of optimality that has appeared in 

the literature is that of Pareto optimality. Pareto optimality in this case is defined as 

Pareto optimality in a cooperative game. An incentive system is judged to be optimal if 

it enables, in a sense, to transform the agency relationship to a cooperative game, even 

though the x and e decision are still chosen by the agent to maximize his own utility. 

Wilson [14] and Ross [9] have discussions based on this optimality concept. Pareto 
optimality is very nice, but often hard to obtain. Since it seems natural to consider 

that the basic character of the agency relationship contains an element of a non-coopera-

tive game, I take the principal's maximization above as optimality in my framework. An 

investigation of the relationship among the various concepts of optimality is a topic of 

further research.n 

In deriving the optimal incentive system and discussing its property, we assume the 

assumptions -(1), (2), (4), (5), (17), (19). The assumption (17) is not essential, but 

simplifies our discussion. It is an easy exercise to see that z. can depend on b and c in 

the following without altering the conclusions. In the assumption (4) we will sometimes 

require Ave=0 and explicitly note this when necessary. 
Because of the utility level constraint in (46), the principal cannot select a, b, c 

** Ross [9] discusses the relationships between the two principles (simnarity and Pareto-efficiency) of 

incentive systems in an agency. 
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independently. Since .the inequality constraint reduces to the equality constraint, this 

constraint implicitly gives a as a function of b and c. Following Stiglitz [ll], Iet us call 

a triplet (a, b, c) that satisfies this constraint as a utility-equivalent incentive system. 

Among the utility-equivalent incentive system, we have 

(47) aa _ _ EA,z aa _ _z. 
ab ~ EA, ac ,

 

Selecting among the utility-equivalent incentive systems, the principal's optimization 

in (46) gives: 

(48) aw aw( dx + aw de o E P~ + ab ax ~ db ae db A
 

{( ) -+ ~( ) -} = aw ~ E Pw ac )1+ ax ~ dc dc 
A
 

A
 

( aw~ ( dx ,~ where "' are utility-equivalent derivatives For example, 

~ ab )Z' ~ db )Z ' 
(dx~ dx dx aa ~db)1= db + da ' ab ' 

In particular, we observe for y=b and c, using (13) : 

(de~ de de aa dx = ae + ae ~ ' ( ay )~ ( ) (50) = + ~dy) dy da ay 
where 

( ae ~ _ ae + ae . aa 
ay )Z~ ay aa ay 

USing (47) and (50) we obtain, 

(51) ( dx ~ _ I EA.'az. ~ dc )1 ~ ~ ' ax E Hxx~ (H_He~e)2) (
 

(52) ( de ~ _(,dx~ . ae 
~dc )1~~dc/A- ax 

From (47), (50), (51), (52) we can rearrange (48), (49): 

[{ - ( ;~ + az . ae )_c a~}( db I +(1 b) ae ~ ab -
)
A
]
 

) -EP~ (1 b) 
ae ax 

= EP~z- EA,z ) 
EA. 

_ az.1( dx _ EPw {(1 b)( ) c ) (54) - ;~ + az . ae O axf~dc I ae ax 
Thus, (51) and (54) imply: 
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(55) 

Let, 

(56) 

(57) 

ANALYSIS OF 

EP~ {(1 + b)( 

az. O 
ax 

THE OPTIMAL LINEAR GOAL*BASED INCENTIVE 

-c } az + az ae az' a . )  
ax ae ax ax ax 

SYSTEM 

assuming E(z)~O: 

P* 
qp = EP~ qA  

EP=0 or 

Op= 1 
E Pw ' z 

57 

E(z)E P~ 

A. 

EA. 

C 1- EA..z 
E(Z)EA . 

i
f
 ax 

az ae Y, dx az (
 

i
f
 

+
 ax ae ' ax A db ax A

 

n = Eq az ae (59) P･ ae ( ab ) -
A
 

Substituting (55) into (53) and noting c can be arbitrary if az. =0, the optimal 

ax 

pair (b, c) is given by: 

(1 -b)(m +n) = (eA - 6P)(Ez) (60) 

c=k(1 -b) (6 1 ) 

if az. =0 k=0 where 
ax 

Eqp az + az ae ) . 
k= ax ae ax if az. >0 

ax 

These two equations (60) and (61) are the fundamental equations of the optimal linear 

incentive system. Here, Op and OA measure, in a sense, the degree of concavity of P 

and A. 6p and eA are zero if P and A are linear in w and v, m and n are the 
weighted averages of the responsiveness of output through a risk decision and an effort 

decision to a change in b, k is a measure of the relative responsiveness of output z to 

a change in x, in comparison with the responsiveness of the goal. 

An implication of (55) is significant. It means that, if aazx:2 >0, i,e., if z. is related 

to x, the risk decision that the agent chooses satisfies both a EP=0 and a 

EA=0 at the same time. Unanimity on x decision is guaranteed by a suitable design 
of an incentive system. The risk decision by the agent can be influenced in any way 

the principal wants by changing c. Thus, when aazx >0, the optimal b is determined 
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by n only, i.e., the effort decision effect of b. The risk decision effect of b plays no 

part since influencing the agent's risk decision is handled by c. 

If we define m/= b m and n/- b n we may call them the average com-

E (z) ~ ' E(z) 
pensated elasticity of the principal's utility through a risk decision and an effort decision 

respectively. For example, 

n/= b EP* aw .( ae 
EP~･(1-b)E(z) ae ~ ab A 

Although EP.･(1-b)E(z) is not exactly equal to EP and__only a rough approximation, 
n is akin to "average elasticity". We may also interpret m/ and n/ as the weighted 

average compensated elasticity of output (z), the weights being qp, through a nsk decl 

sion and an effort decision respectively. To see this, we note 

b az ae (
 

. . )-n! = E(z) Eqp ae ab A 

and similarly for m/. 

Using m/ and n/ we can transform (60) further into : 

(62) _ ml+n/ b
 m/+n/+ 6A _ e p 

This result generalizes the result obtained by Stiglitz [11] in that a risk-averse principal 

is considered and both risk and effort decisions are incorporated sequentially in a general 

setting. The sharing parameter b depends on the weighted average compensated elasticity 

of output and the difference in the degrees of concavity of A and P. 

In (62), OA and. ep Play .a crucial role. One of their intuitive interpretations is the 

negatrve of "normalized covanance" between margmal utilrty and output (z). It is easy 

_ cov(z, A.) where cov( ) means covanace If 0
to see 6A -~ E(z)EA, ' 
and ep are always non-negative because A..~O and P~~~O. If m/+n/>0 (as is likely), 
greater 6A or smaller Op or greater OA-ep all lead to smaller b. If we may interpret 
6 as a degree of risk aversion (we will show this below), (62) is a quite plausible result. 

Furthermore, if eA>6p as is often believed (the agent is more risk averse than the 
principal), the greater ml+n/ (i.e., incentive effects of b), the greater b. 

Interpreting these results, we should be cautious because eA and ep depend on the 

magnitude of b through A, and P. (because of b's direct effect on v). A simplistic com-

parative static from (62) may be misleading because both sides of (62) depend on b. In 

order to avoid this, we need further characterization of 6A and 6p using more familiar 

concepts like absolute risk aversion, etc. To do so, Iet us assume that the following 

first-order approximation of marginal utility of income is reasonable: (the case for P is 

similar and omitted) 

(63) A.=A.+A.,(v-~)+A.*(e-~) 

where ~=E(v), ~=E(e), and A., etc., are the values of the functions evaluated at v=~, 

e=~. If we further assume Ave=0 or the covariance between e and z is small, we obtain 
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(64) OA-~: ･ (T2 b= RA.(T'2 ~ A E(z) bE(z) 
where RA is RA evaluated at ~, ~ and a2 is the variance of z. (T' Is the vanance of v 

Similarly, 

~ a2 Rp . a~2 (1 - b) (65) E(z) ~ (1 - b)E(z) Op = Rp . 

where o~2 is the variance of w. 

From these approximation results, the meaning of O becomes clearer. Since 1/2 
RAa.2 is the Arrow-Pratt risk premium, OA and ep may be called "normalized risk pre-

mrums" (not quite the same as proportronal nsk premrum). (64) and (65) make the 
dependence of e on b much more explicit. It is interesting to note at this stage : 

PRoposITloN 3. Assume E(z)>0 and A..=0. 

(i) if m +n>0, O~b~1 and eA~;ep 

(ii) if m + n = O, OA = Op 

(iii) if ,n + n

or b~1 and eA;~ep 
Pro of . 

(i) If m+n>0, we see from (60) that 1-b and OA-Op have to be of the same 
sign. If b>1, then OA~O and 6p~O because e is the negative of the nor-
malized covariance. But this contradicts (60) because b>1 implies 6A-Op

If b
>0 if b

The proof of (ii) and (iii) are obvious. 

The case m+n>0 would be most likely and interesting. The optimal sharing para-
meter is between I and O and it is determined in such a way that the agent's normalized 

risk premium is greater than (or equal to) that of the principal. In other words, the 

optimal incentive system that the principal selects always makes the agent "no less risk 

averse" than the principal. Therefore, if the agent is risk-neutral and the principal is 

risk-averse, the only way to make the agent "no less risk averse" is to make the princi-

pal's risk premium zero. Then, it is necessary to free himself from risk, i.e., b=1. This 

easily follows from (60) by noting OA=0 and -Op~O (and ep=0 if b=1). When m+ 
n=0 (i.e., b has no marginal effects through x and e), b is selected so that the normalized 

(
 

risk premium for both people are the same. ~This occurs, as we will see below, when 

b= R~A )
 ~A+~p 

From 
top of RA 

(66) 

Solving for 

(64) and (65), we can rearrange (60) and get : (From now on, we omit - on 
and Rp for notational simplicity.) 

{m + n + a2(RA + Rp)}b = m + n + a2Rp 

b, unless m+n=-a2(RA+Rp), 
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(67) m + n + a2Rp b= m + n + 02(RA + Rp) 

Thus, we obtain the following proposition. The proof is simple and thus omitted. 

PROPosmoN 4. Let b*= Rp 
RA + Rp 

(i) If m+n>0 1~:b>b* 
(ii) If m + n = O b = b* 
(iii) If 0>m+n> - a2Rp b*>b>0 
(iv) Ifm+n=- b=0 (T 2Rp 

(v) If - 02Rp>m+n> - a2(RA + Rp) 0>b 

(vi) If m + n = no b - a2(RA + Rp) 

(vii) If m + n
l (viii) b = I when RA = O 

Depending on the magnitude of m+n, this proposition shows how the optimal 
sharing parameter changes. The result is much stronger than Proposition 3, although at 

the cost of the approximation assumption (63). It is interesting to note that for a wide 

range of m+n, b is between O and I and b>0 even if Rp=0 as long as m+n>0. A 
risk-neutral principal sets b at a positive level to secure the incentive effects. When 

RA=0, the optimal b is unity, meaning that the agent absorbs all the risk. Even if 
Rp=0 at the same time, the principal still prefers to let the agent pay him "a fixed fee" 

(a would be negative if b=1) because of the effort effect. 

Another interesting observation from Proposition 4 is that for m+n>0, b has a 

Rp , which is the optimal b when m+n=0. One of the cases for 10wer limit, 
RA + Rp 

which m+n=0 is when there is no risk and effort decisions in the situation in the first 

place. In such a case, the role of a incentive system is purely distributional. It deter-

mines how the uncertain output is distributed among two people. The optimal b in such 

a case is easy to interpret as a risk-sharing parameter. In fact, Stiglitz [11] has obtained 

b=b* when there is no agent's decisions (x or e) involved. 

The solution b=b* is also obtained in Wilson [14] and Ross [9] in a decision situa-

tion with only x (no e), using Pareto optimality as mentioned above, as the definition 

of optimality. In our framework, m+n=0 only when m=0 if there is no effort deci-

sion. From (55) and (58) it then follows that m=0 when a EP=0, i.e., when there 
ax 

is unaminity on x between the agent and the principal, whether z. is meaningfully included 

in the incentive system ( az. ~FO~ or not az. =0 . When unaminity exists, it is ob-( ax ) 
~ ax ) 

vious that the solution of (46) (the principal's optimization) gives the Pareto optimal 

incentive system. If people agree on the decision to be made, the only remaining prob-

lem of incentive system design is that of distribution of output among them. The pareto 
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optimal risk-sharing from a distributional point of view (b*) determines the optimal 

incentive system. 

Following this line of reasoning, we may then interpret b-b* as a "decision premium" 

or "incentive premium" of the optimal sharing parameter. This is an increment (or decre-

ment) of b over b* (distributionally optimal b; Iet us call this the risk-sharing premium) 

which the principal wants to have in order to influence the agent's decision. If m+n>0, 

we may roughly argue that incentive premium is positive because the incentive effect (both 

risk and effort) of increasing b is still positive. It is just the opposite when m+n

The principal thinks that b=b* is too high a level of b and it has negative incentive effect, 

either by making the agent exert less effort because of too much income already, or by 

making the agent's risk decision too conservative from the principal's point of view. 

We can further decompose the incentive premium into the effort incentive premium 

and the risk incentive premium, using (67). One way to do this is : 

(6 8) b - b* = (1 - b*) 

02(RA + Rp) + n 02(RA + Rp) + n a2(RA + Rp) + m + n 

or 

b = b* + (1 b*) 
a2(RA + Rp) + n (T2(RA + Rp) + n 

02(RA + Rp) + m + n 

The second term in (69) is the effort incentive premium and the third term the risk in-

centive premium. Assuming 0

0 and the risk incentive premium is positive or negative depending on m>0 or m

From (58), we see that the risk incentive premium is zero when az. >0. That is, the 

ax 
risk decision incentive is handled entirely by c, as was already mentioned. 

The equation (68) or (69) indicates that 

the optimal b=the risk-sharing premium+the effort incentive premium 

+the risk incentive premium 

and this decomposition in a sense summarizes the history of the theoretical discussions 

of the optimal linear incentive system. Wilson [14] first considered the optimal risk 

sharing arrangement and found the risk-sharing premium. Stiglitz [111 then discussed 

effort, and actually discussed an amalgam of two incentive premium together with the 

risk-sharing premium. Ross [9] discussed the risk incentive premium without an effort 

decision. 

From the results of the previous section on ax and ae , it is perhaps not so un-

reasonable to assume n>0 and m~O ~m=0 when ' >0). Then, a possible verbal 
ax 

argument that we may offer as a paraphraise of (69) on the way the optimal b is deter-

mined is the following: First, the risk-sharing premium is determined from the distri-

butional point of view. Then, from the decision infiuence point of view, the effort 
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incentive premium is added to the risk-sharing premium. But the resulting b is often 

too great and causes a conservative risk decision by the agent and thus the risk incen-

tive premium is "deducted" to strike the optimal balance among the three kinds of effects. 

If we fail to recognize the existence of the agent's risk decision, the "optimal" b would 

overestimate the truly optimal b. If we fail to recognize an effort decision, the "opti 

mal" b would be below the true optimum. 
It would be worthy if we can derive some comparative static results on b and c. 

To do so, it would be better to use m/ and n/ (elasticities) rather than m and n (deriva-

tives) in describing b (and c). From (62), we obtain 

o 2(RA + Rp)b(,b Rp = E(z )(m + n)( I - b) 
RA + Rp 

Then, it is easy to see (proof omitted) : 

PROPOSITION 5. Ceteris paribus, the optimal b would be greater when m! n!, E(z), 

or Rp mcreases and when 02 or RA decreases. 

The implications of this proposition is quite reasonable. When the output responsiveness 

is greater (m/ n/), then the agent would share more in the output. When the agent is 

more risk-averse or the environment more uncertain or the principal is less risk-averse, 

the agent shares less in the uncertain output. 

As was mentioned several times, the principal can induce unanimity or a risk deci-

sion by changing c. Let us briefly investigate how important this goal factor is in the 

optimal incentive system. First, from (61) and (67) 

c kRA 
kRA + Rp + 2 

a 
Thus : 

PROPOSITIONS 6. Assume 0
0. The relative importance of the goal, c increases, ceteris paribus, when RA or k increases or when Rp or n decreases. If 

b+c ' 

n>0, b+c mcreases when a mcreases 

We can see that when the divergence between risk aversions of the principal and the 
agent is great (the agent being more risk-averse), the importance of c as a risk-decision 

influencing device is great. When n is large, i.e., output responsiveness of b through effort 

is large, the goal is less important. To see the implication of k more concretely, Iet 

us suppose that the agent reports the goal as a linear function of E(z), i,e., z.=aE(z)+p. 
1
 Then k= measures the degree of biased reporting. The larger k, the more downward 
a 

bias the goal has (i,e., z.
Proposition 6 implies that the gerater the downward bias, the more the importance of c. 

In order to maintain c's influence on a risk decision so that unanimity on x can be 
secured, it is necessary to make c larger when there is some downward bias in goal 
reporting. Otherwise, b's effect on conservative risk decision cannot be offset. 
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V. Concluding Remarks 

In this paper, we have been concerned with the optimal determination of a linear 
goal-based incentive system under a two-stage sequential decision process by the agent. 

When the goal is related to the agent's risk decision and if the principal knows this 

relationship, the principal is found to use the goal incentive parameter (c) to achieve 

unanimity in a risk decision. In fact, z. can be anything as long as it is related to x 

in a non-random fashion. The result here implies that as long as a variable is available 

which is related to x, it is better for the principal to use this variable in the optimal 

incentive system design. By incorporating such a variable into the incentive system (i,e., 

c~O), it is likely that the principal can rely on b more (i.e., can make b greater) seeking 

more effort incentive effect without the fear of letting the agent share too much risk, 

thus causing too conservative a risk decision. (Obviously, this is true when m>0.) In 

other words, the inclusion of the goal level may have a risk-encouraging effect. 

As mentioned in Section 2, the goal is often included in an incentive system as a 

deviation (z-z.), as in (7). We can derive some implications of our analysis on the 

optimality of a deviation-based incentive system of the form (7). First, it is unlikely 

az that b/=c/=0 and r>0 is optimal in (7) as long as ' >0. That is, the incentive 
ax 

system based solely on the deviation (and a fixed payment, a) is unlikely to be optimal. 

For b/=c/=0 and r>0 to be optimal, we need b=-c>0 and this implies 

n + (T2(RA + Rp) = (1 - k)(T2RA 

and either 

k
0 

or 

k>1, r>1, n + a2(Rp + RA)

These are hardly the conditions we would expect to hold in general. 

The second implication of our analysis is that for r>0 to be optimal it is likely 

necessary to have c/>0, although b/ can be zero. If d>0 and b/=0, the incentive 
system becomes v=a+rz+(c/_r)z.. By suitably selecting c/ and r, the optimal incen-
tive system can be obtained. In other words, when the deviation becomes a sigificant 
factor in the incentive system, the goal level itself should often receive a considerable 

attention. Thirdly, Whether b!=c/=0 or b/=0, c/>0, the optimal r is smaller than l 
for a wide range of cases (because r=b in these cases). This is obvious from Proposition 

4. Too great dependence on the deviation (r>1) is unlikely to be optimal even though 

the deviation may be a small number in magnitude.12 

By assuming the simultaneous existence of a risk decision and an effort decision, 

we could see that the optimal sharing parameter b is composed with three parts : risk-

sharing premium, effort incentive premium and risk incentive premium. The sum of the 

latter two may be called incentive premium or decision premium. If we ignore the 

*' These irnplications on a deviation-based incentive system are based on a linear incentive function. 
Once we admit non-linearity in treating the deviation in an incentive system, the conclusions may change. 
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existence of either one of two decisions by the agent, we misjudge the magnitude of 

incentive premium. When an effort decision is ignored, it is likely to result in smaller 

b than the true optimum. Ignoring a risk decision likely leads to too great a sharing 

parameter. 
The existence of an incentive premium is in a sense a sign of non-cooperativeness 

of the agency relationship. If two people are unanimous on both a risk decision and 

an effort decision, there is no need to have an incentive premium. The only problem 
of an incentive system is how to divide the output among them. The incentive premium 

is like unavoidable cost of delegation of decisions from the principal to the agent. In 

order to minimize the cost of delegating decisions, the delegator of decisions often sets 

up institutional arrangements to influence the decisions by the delegatee. One of them 

is the incentive system we discussed in this paper. A monitoring and screening system 
of the delegatee's behavior, ability and so on is another example of such institutional 

arrangements. In fact, a deviation-based system we touched in this paper seems to work 

as a monitoring system as well as an incentive system in reality. The rational explana-

tion of these institutional arrangements in a general agency relationship (and the organi-

zation in particular) has begun only recently and has been the basic motivation of the 

present paper. 
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